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Third Meeting of the Regional Information Exchange Process on Arms Export
Controls
The third meeting of the Regional Information Exchange Process on Arms Export
Controls took place on 23 - 24 November 2010 in Belgrade, with the participation
of delegations from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), Croatia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia.
The meeting was preceded by a press conference where SEESAC presented the
regional report on arms export in 2008, and, after that, representatives from
Albania, BiH, Serbia and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia presented
their national reports on arms exports.
As part of the process of transparency of national policies in the eld of global a airs within the framework of the Regional
Information Exchange Process, the meeting started with a presentation by the BiH delegation on their work as a nonpermanent member of the UN Security Council. Speci cally, they informed the gathering about their position on the
resolutions considered by the UNSC in the last six months. .
SEESAC then presented an update of the development of the Regional Database on Registered Brokers. The database needs to
undergo additional modi cations in order to comply with the data elds identi ed by the Western Balkan countries. Currently
Croatia and Montenegro have submitted data on the registered brokers. BiH and Serbia will submit data by the next meeting in
March 2011. Albania and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia stated that they currently do not have registered brokers
for arms exports. Their representatives will provide an update on this issue at the next regional meeting.
Representatives from Bosnia and Herzegovina shared the results from a data-gathering exercise for arms imports and exports
held jointly with the custom authorities in BiH. The exercise identi ed three areas in need of further assistance: capacity
building for customs o cials on the arms import-export legislation; practical seminars for identi cation of weapons and dualuse goods from the military list of BiH; and training on risk assessment for arms transits and exports.
The delegations were presented with a comparative evaluation of the work of the Western Balkan countries in the area of
development and publication of annual arms exports reports. The achievements of the region were compared with the current
EU practices and results in this eld. The evaluation concludes that both the EU annual report and the regional report on arms
exports in Western Balkans represent important instruments of transparency. The reports have served to drive and
consolidate improvements in reporting at the national level and provide insight into the arms export policies of the states
involved. It was concluded that, within the EU, levels of reporting remain insu cient while the timeliness of both reports leaves
room for improvement. Furthermore, the evaluation concludes that States in the Western Balkans have demonstrated strong
willingness and ability in producing national reports on arms exports that are as transparent or more transparent than those
produced in EU member states. In several areas - such as the inclusion of detailed descriptions of arms licensed for export and
exported and the provision of information on export licence denials - the reports that have been produced by states in the
Western Balkans are as transparent as anything published in the world today.
SEESAC informed the meeting that questions on arms exports raised by Montenegro and Serbia have been answered by EU
COARM. The delegations will review the EU COARM’s answers and discuss them at the next regional meeting. Delegations
agreed to invite interested EU COARM members to attend the next meeting.
The delegation of Albania distributed samples of the forms used by AKSHE during the licensing procedures. The other
delegations shared the sources from which the same information about their national forms can be obtained. SEESAC
presented the concept for the development of a trans-regional information exchange process with the participation of the
Western Balkans countries and countries from the Middle East as the main trading partners for weapons and military
equipment. The concept calls for closer exchange of information between licencing authorities in the Western Balkans and
Middle East countries on the following issues:
National legislation;
Implementation of the criteria for licence approval; and
Post-exports control.
The delegations requested that SEESAC elaborates further on the modalities for such trans-regional information exchange and
present options at the next regional meeting.
Delegations discussed the implementation of internal compliance programmes by the national industries engaged in the
production and transportation of military equipment. At the next regional meeting, SEESAC will present an overview of the best
practices from the EU in this area. Croatia will present the information about their national internal compliance programme.
Delegations once again discussed options for the exchange of information about licence denials. A consensus was reached to
share information only on two types of data from the licence denials. This information was deemed insu cient to assist the
countries to make relevant decisions. An agreement was reached that countries can share more information about licence
denials bi-laterally on ad hoc basis.
NEXT MEETING AGENDA:
The next meeting will include:

An update by BiH on their work as a non-permanent UN Council Security member;

A review of national arms export policies to specific geographical regions;
Presentations by Croatia of the implementation of the TRACKER system;
Options for initiations of a trans-regional information exchange;
Update on the regional database on registered brokers;
Presentations by Croatia and SEESAC on the internal compliance programmes;
Cooperation between customs authorities and the institutions responsible for issuing import and export licenses.
The next regional meeting will take place in Croatia, on 16-17 March 2011.
The Agenda of the meeting can be downloaded here.
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Cookies on our web page
What is Cookie?
A cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored in a user's web browse while a user is browsing a website. When the user browses the same website in the
future, the data stored in the cookie can be retrieved by the website to notify the website of the user's previous activity

How do we use cookies?
A visit to a this page could generate the following types of cookie.

Strictly necessary cookies
These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its features, such as accessing secure areas of the website. Without these cookies
services you have asked for, like shopping baskets or e-billing, cannot be provided.

2. Performance cookies
These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These
cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a website
works.

3. Functionality cookies
These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features.
For instance, a website may be able to provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing in a cookie the region in which you are currently located. These cookies
can also be used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts and other parts of web pages that you can customise. They may also be used to provide services you
have asked for such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The information these cookies collect may be anonymised and they cannot track your browsing activity on
other websites.

4. Targeting and advertising cookies
These cookies are used to deliver adverts more relevant to you and your interests They are also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help
measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaign. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have
visited a website and this information is shared with other organisations such as advertisers. Quite often targeting or advertising cookies will be linked to site functionality
provided by the other organisation.

Cookie management
Cookies can be managed via the web browser settings. Please, see you browser help how to manage cookies.
On this site you can always turn cookies on/off on menu item “Cookie Management”.
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